Trustees meet for vote
Anthony resigns post
by Rick Manley
Robert Anthony, chairman
of the board of trustees, has
resigned his position as
chairman.
H. Ridgely
Bullock, a trustee, will fill
Anthony's position. These
decisions were announced at
trustee
last
Friday's
meeting, according to Greg
Walsh, student representative to the board of
trustees.
According to Anthony, a
management professor at
the Harvard Business school,
the reasons behind his
resignation included his five
years as chairman and the
desire to pursue , his international consulting interests. He will, however,
remain a trustee.
Other changes in the
board's membership were
the resignation of Ed Turner,

an overseer and member of
the Colby 2000 Committee,
and the extension of Robert
Lee's term on the board.
to
Stan
According
Nicholson, administrative
vice-president, the trustees
voted a $900,000 spending
limit for the renovation of
Johnson and Averill.
Nicholson said that the
"trustees were presented
with three architectural
proposals, and voted to
choose the firm of Sheply
Bullfinch." Sheply Bullfinch
is the firm involved with the
current library project.
According
to Janice
Seitzinger, dean of students,
with the selection of an architect and the financial
allocation , planning for the
renovation would begin as
soon as possible.
President Cotter hoped the
project would be underway

as early as this summer but
noted that many variables
are yet to be worked out,
making a definite starting
date difficult to determine.
The board of trustees
voted to extend its authority
to the executive committee,
so it can act, in the future, on
the tax-exempt bond issue.
Usually, the full board must
approve a decision of this
nature. According to Cotter,
authority was extended
because a decision has yet to
be made concerning whether
the issue should be private or
public.
The
tenure
policy,
the
by
recently approved
faculty, received ratifica tion
by the board. President
Cotter felt that , while there
was some dissent, most
people appeared satisfied
with the new policy!
A report on the status of
fraternities was requested
by several members of the
board. Seitzinger noted that
the report will be presented
at the next trustee meeting.
It would primarily consist of
an evaluation of individual
f raternity perf ormance as
aga inst th e
and Sarah Griffen , as well as measured
f
ratern
i
t
y
gu
i
del
ines.
sophomores Kathy Stevens
and Bronw yn Quirk are each
working
on individual
projects ,
The program placestudents in management
level positions in projects
run by the Kennebec Valley
The 'N ew Jan Plan. ' inCommunity Action Program
troduced
in Jan uar y 1982,
(KVCAP). According to
was
the
main subject of
Professor Bea Edwa rds who
discussion at the Oct. 13
faculty meetin g.
Contin ued on pg. 3
The new Jan Plan offered
credit courses for the first
time, in an effort to create a
more academically oriented
Jan Plan , faculty members
explained . ' These credit
icourses were intended to
give students the opportunity
to branch out and experiment
in
different

Intern s train
in manageme nt
. by Craig Bystrynski
Community
oriented
projects ranging from setting up a rape crisis counselling network to managing
a transit system are the
focus of a new Sociology
Dept. internship program.
Four Colby students are
involved in the program,
which is being coordinated
by Professor Tom Morrione.
Seniors Timothy Nicholson

Faculty stamp Jan Plan less innova tive
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Furthermore,
some
members of ' the French
department
felt that
students are. not taking
credit courses for Jan Plan
to experiment in a new field ,
but rather to satisf y basic
requirements
for
their
majors. .
Faculty members also
questioned
how
much
material should be covered in one month and how
much time per lecture hour

the student should spend in

addltonal stud y. The report
of the EPC stated that six
academic fields.
hours per day of combined
The facult y expressed lecture and study time five
concern that there had been days a week was perhaps too
a marke d decrease in Jan lenient.
Plan)
(Jan
The "It
Plan innovation.
" ."Perhaps Jan Plan has should not be a mini first or
second semester "
become too serious ," one said. "Jan Plan Archibald
should be
faculty member said.
made more lively, both in
Dean of Faculty Douglas and out of the classrooms. "
Archibald, delivering tlie
For this purpose , the
committee report of the department
of
natural
EPC. stated that the number science is organizing a
of independent Jan Plans has symposium on
genetic
decreased Instead , stude nts engineering to be held in
are registering for credit Januar y
and
early
courses in the hope that they
will only have to take lour February. The symposium
consist of a series of
courses per semester , he will
films,
lectures , and panel
said.

discussions in the fields of provide a

basis for in-

law, philosophy, and medical dependent Jan Plans.
science.

It is hoped that this
symposium will upgrade the
atmosphere
intellectual
outside of th e classroom

Both President Cotter and
the faculty expressed that
there is room for improvement in J an Pl an , and
that they are open to
suggestions.

Play leads to steps
in the rig ht direction
by Andrew Myers
The Performing Arts at Colby will present ' 'No Place To

Be Somebody" next weekend. The play has been the
subject of much debate, mainly due to " its portra yal of

the seedier side of black life in America , " accord ing to
Professor Deborah McDowell.
For three years McDowell has recommende d that the
play be produced. McDowell believes that the production
will encourage minorit y students to play a more active
role in extra-curricular activities on campus. /
Leon Blick , an actor -in the play, was asked if he felt
McDowell 's assumption would move to be accurate. "I
think tliis is a step in the right direction ," he said. Veda
Robinson, a female lead, added, "students will find out
that minorities aren 't trying to isolate themselves."
The play is not recommended for those who object to
obscene langua ge. Director Dick Sewell feels the play has
value and noted that it won 0 Pulitzer Prize.
Continu ed on. p_ , 11
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Financesand secret fraternities grow
as Colby approaches mid-century

Ove r $9 million raised

/ ¦¦

After only seven months, the Colby 2000 Campaign
has brought in over $9 million towards its $25 million
goal.
According to H. Ridgely Bullock, campaign
chairman, the high level of progress is due largely to
the $1.6 million Abbott bequest and a $755,000 gif t
from Alida Camp, a Colby trustee.
Bullock cited gifts from the Jettes and L.L. Bean,
Inc. as well as grants from the William and Flora
Hewlett, Andrew W. Mellon and Surdna foundations,
as instrumental in the campaign 's early success.

by Nash Robbins

In 1841, Waterville College was safe, but by no means
out of trouble. Professor George Keely had kept the
school alive by raising $52,000 in subscriptions, but most
of the money had yet to be collected. The process took
years; the trustees often resorted to legal measures to
collect. In addition, the professors used winter vacations
to help them. Even in 1843, $13,778 was still owed.

It took place in one of the dormitories, and none of the
other residents were aware that the initiation rites took
place. With nine meinbers in that first year, DKE heldits
meetings in the North College until 1849, when it found
quarters on the BoutelleBlock on Main Street.

In 1949, a small group named Alpha Omega also banded
together. Their president, Thomas Garnsey, contacted
several national organizations. On November 19, 1850,
two members from William's Zeta Psi chapter initiated
the 14Waterville students into the'fraternity :
Continued on pg. 20

Professor George Keel y had kep t
the school alive by raising $52,000

Repub lic an cl ub meets

in subscri p tion , but mos t oi the
money had yet to be collected

The Colby College Republicans held an
organizational meeting last week. The club, already
chartered by the College Republican National
Committee in Washington, hopes to stimulate
political awareness among the often politically
apathetic student body.
The next meeting of the Republican Club will be
Thursday, October 28at7:00 p.m. in Lovejoy 205. All
interested individuals,. regardless of political
preference are encouraged to attend.

The subscription did, however, ensure that the school
would survive, and the trustees felt confident enough to
elect a new president. On August 10, 1841, Eliphaz Fay,
from New York , was voted into the office. Fay, however,
quickly came to the conclusion that he was the wrong
man for the "job resigning two. years later. To take his
place, the board chose David N. Sheldon, who had been
pastor in Waterville's Baptist church for almost a year.
During his ten year presidency, the college's financial
difficulties were eased somewhat, although enrollment
dropped off rapidly. It was also during his term that
Colby's first fraternities were started.
The tenth oldest fraternal organization in America was
Delta Kappa Epsilon, which was founded at Yale in 1844.
A year later, during the winter vacation of 1844-45, Walter
Hatch was approached by Bowdoin members of the
organization about beginning a chapter at Colby. After
consulting with several friends in strict secrecy, since the
fraternities, at this time, were secretive, a petition was
sent to the original Yale chapter. DKE's charter was
granted on June 25, 1845. It was not, however, for another
year that two Bowdoin members could come to Waterville
to initiate the members. The ceremony was a quiet one.

DKE spo nsors art sale
The third annual "Imaginus" print sale and
exhibition was sponsored by the DKE fraternity.
According to DKE President Chuck Rousseau, the
prints are supplied by Imaginus, Inc., a company
which holds the right to copy the works of different
artists. The company travels around New England to
sell the prints at various colleges and universities.
Rousseau said that DKE would make $80 as their
share for the use of the house, the remainder going to
Imaginus, Inc. This money will go into the house fund
for parties, which is needed now because of the
demise of the Interfraternity Council Social Club.

Al Corey

Hockey rink to open

Muiic Center

The hockey rink will be open for skating soon. Ansell Grindell, of Physical Plant, said that work on
the rink would begin Wednesday, Oct. 20 and,
weather permitting, the ice would be ready by Oct.
31.
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During the week of Oct. 21-27, cooling will continue.
Average daytime highs will stay in the 50rs, with
nighttime lows falling well into the 30's.A few stormy
days at the beginning of the week may bring rain.
Foliage is now peaking in the New Hampshire
seacoast area , as well as in north central Mass.
Snow has fallen in many western mountain areas in
New England. 7 _ —
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Cornerstone contains Colby memorabilia
by Ted Wolff
DaveWestra
On Friday, Oct. 15,
trustees laid the cornerstone
to the library addition.
Colby
This
year's
catalogue was presented for
the box by Robert Anthpny,
chairman of the board of
trustees.
A list of all
Waterville area students
presently enrolled, pictures
of the original groundbreaking for Miller Library
in 1938and of the cornerstone
ceremony in 1939 also were
included.
The box also
contained an autographed
copy of Ridgely Bullock's
speech announcing the Colby
2000 campaign, a signed
edition of Sandy Maisel's
book, "From Obscurity to
Oblivi on," and a signed
invitation to and program for
the cornerstone ceremony.
Other items placed in the box
included a computer chip, a
copy of the Colby Library
Quarterly, a selection of
Dana-Bixler
Scholars
programs, and the floor plan
to the new library addition.
A copy of the 1866-67 school
catalogue, taken from the
cornerstone of Memorial
Hall on Colby 's old campus,
was also put in the box.
The
cornerstone
of
was
Memorial
Hall
dedicated and sealed at the
commencement ceremonies

in 1869 by ex-Governor
Coburn. It was all but
forgotten over the next 90
years, until Dick Dyer,
special
assistant
to
President Cotter, read about
the box in an article on the
dedication.
Placed in the box along
with the catalogue were a
copy of the New Testament,
The Confession of Faith and
Covenant of the Baptist
Church, a library catalogue
of the library, and an alumni
catalogue. Photographs of
Mr. Colby and the faculty,
lists of subscribers to
Memorial Hall, programs of
the class exercises, a copy of
the 1863 address to the
friends of the college and
copies of the commencement
exercises were also added.
In addi t ion , the box also
contained U.S. coins, a 1776
five dollar bill , examples of
fraction currency, and a
copy of the Columbian
Centinel.
These objects have been
placed on display in the
library for one week according to Associate Archive
Curator P.A. Lewk. After
the exhibition, they will be
placed in closed, acid-free
containers and stored in the
Colby College Archives.
Memorial
Hall
was
erected in Aug. 1867. It
served as library and chapel
for Colby until the school

• Socio logy interns
Continued from pg.
coordinates the academic
end. of the program along
with Morrione, the internships, are designed to
give students "a first hand
lookat what Sociologist do,"
do."
The study program is
unique because of the level of
involvement
it
offers
students. Nicholson is
examining KVCAP's public
transit and special needdemand
response bus
systems with an eye toward
increased
government
funding of the system.
Nicholson did not intend to
"sit on the sidelines" to see
how the administrators functioned. "I asked for

responsibilityand I got it,"
he said, adding ''thisis a real
learning experience."
Nicholson is preparing a
"lengthy report...on how
we're going to market" the
bus system. Bus riders and
local businessmen are being
asked to complete a three
page survey. A phone survey
of area residents is also
underway. "Putting that into
the computer is quite a
task,"said Nicholson.
The internship program
was developed over the
summer when KVCAP
Executive.
Director
Raymond Richard expressed an interest in
coordinating a program
with, "very serious and
conscientious" student in-

141 Main St., Waterville , Maine

"They 're (KVCAP) really
going to be in trouble."
Griffen Is working with
KVCAP Family Services
Program Director Karen
Heck and Bruce Cummings
of Thayer Hospital to set up a
rape crisis program in
Waterville. The three are
examining funding and
staffing in terms of the
area's need for a crisis
center or hotline, as well as
for awareness programs.
Continued on pq . 7
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ROBERT ANTHON Y 9nd Presi dent Cotter offi ciat e as corners tone
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HEADQUARTERS
113 MAIN STREET
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'Bring in your

'

Quarterly including works of the box to signify our age of
Joyce, Blake, and Hardy.
high technology.
Piper commented on the
The half-hour ceremony
possibility of computers, in
time, making book collec- concluded with the Reverend
tions obsolete. Although he John H. Ineson 's benedicdid not see this as a strong tion. Afterwards, Cotter and
possibility, he stressed the Piper ceremoniously placed
benefit of having space in the the cornerstone in the side of
new addition for computers. the library. The box will be
George Raiche, executive permanently sealed and the
chairperson of the Stu-A, cornerstone cemented in
olaced a computer chin in place soon.
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volvement, according to
Morrione.
He
called
Richard's interest "extraordinary," saying most
social service organizations
are reluctant to accept in(KVterns.
"They
CAP) really want very much ,
to involve Colby."
Morrione stressed the
importance of screening
students to allow only the
most responsible to participate. If a student falls to
fulfill his obligation, "it isn't
simply a matter of getting an
incomplete," he said.

|Mathey, president of the;
architectural
firm
of
i Bullfinch, Richardson, and
Abbott.
Among the guests was
Sandy Maisel, who included
an autographed copy of his
book, "From Obscurity to
Oblivion."
Bertram
Hayward, Vice President for
the
Colby
Library
Associates, contributed a
copy of the Colby Library

7
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moved to its new campus. It
was torn down in May of
196ft.
The
Cornerstone
ceremony was held last
Friday on the lawn in front of
the temporary entrance to
the library . Roughly 150
trustees, faculty members
and students listened to
speeches from several
speakers.
Wilson C. Piper, class of
'39, and chairman of the
trustee planning committee,
praised the rapid planning
and construction of the new
addition. After his speech,
Piper placed the first item,
the copy of the 1866-1867
Catalogue, in the cornerstone.
President Cotter then
turned the program over to
Robert
M.
Anthony,
chairman of the board of
trustees. After placing a
current Colby Catalogue in
the box, Anthony called on a
number of notables including: Nancy. Hill, mayor
of Waterville; H. Ridgely
Bullock, chairman of the
Campaign
Colby
2000
Suanne Muehlner, director
of the Colby Libraries;
Armstrong,
James
professor of music and
chairman of the campus
planning committee; Mr.
and Mrs. Bradford Roberts
chairmen of the parents;
association ; and George;
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Annual report:Colby is costly but competitive
by Carta Thompson

be alloted for endowment,
which provides for financial
aid, faculty support, visiting
lecturers and artists, and
library acquisitions.
The campaign, which was
launched in April 1982 with
$5.8 million already pledged

President William Cotter
presented "The Annual
Report of the President" for
1981-1982 at last Friday's
trustee meeting.
In this report, Cotter
focused on six major areas:
the Capital Campaign,
faculty and curriculum,
Colby's national standing,
students and campus life, Coffer reported that
finance and construction,
and significant changes in Colby has re ceiv ed
personnel.
'incre ased nation al
Cotter began the report
with an explanation of how
the college plans to spend the recognitio n *.
projected $25 million to be
raised through the Colby2000
campaign.
Current
operations will require $5
million, construction and y or raised, has gathered
equipment will cost $8 7 substantial donations. These
donations include a rift of $1
million, and $12 million will

million from Edith and
Ellerton Jette, a $1.5 million
bequest from Jere Abbott for
art acquisitions, and a
$250,000 grant from L.L.
Bean which has established
a financial aid fund for
Maine students.
Also mentioned in the
report was the October, 1981
meeting of three Colby
presidents, J. Seelye Bixler,
Robert Strider, and Cotter.
The three met in Boston to
"reflect on Colby's past and
to speculate about its
future ," Cotter said.

maximize the faculty's own
sense of fulfillment and wellbeing, because they will
repay those investments to
the College and its students
ten-fold," Cotter said.

Competitive salaries are
vital to maintenance of a
quality faculty. Cotter noted.
"Colby's salaries have both
kept pace with inflation and
have restored a bit of the
real purchasing power that
was lost during the- late
1970's;'hesaid.

Support
for
faculty
research includes a program
In this meeting, Cotter of summer student research
emphasized the college assistants for fa culty, a prepresident's central f unction tenure sabbatical plan to
in supporting the faculty. "If encourage j un ior members
the faculty is good to begin to
complete
scholarly
with - as Colby's clearly is - it projects before they are
is the job of the President considered for tenure, and a
and the
Trustees to shared-appointment system
to attract couples who wish
f a f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f t f ft t f t f tf t f t
to divide the responsibilities
^
of a professorship.
Funds from the campaign
¦
N
will
also help meet faculty
j
M
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#
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needs for new electron
microscopes and computer
equipment, faculty offices
and research rooms, and
departmental and faculty
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Although in his report
Cotter
noted
faculty
publications, performances ,
activities of note, and
honors, he also stressed that
"the principle responsibility
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as the new student-run
residential life council and
the Coffee House.

'..- .the p rincip le
resp onsibil it y of a
facu lty mem ber is
to be a first -rate
teach er. '
*

Career
planning
assistance, which Cotter
sees as another major
student concern, has been
expanded through the appointment
of
German
professor James Mclntyre
as director of career services and also the appointment of Sonya Rose as
associate dean of the college.
Rose will be responsible for
coordinating career planning, academic advising,
and off-campus enrichment
programs.

Af ter comment ing on
and
faculty
Colby's
curriculum , Cotter reported
that Colby has received
"increased
national
recognition." He noted that
the MacArthur, Mellon, and
Hewlett foundations all
awarded grants to Colby "as
one of the finest liberal arts
institutions in the United
States."
CHANGE
magazine also included
Colby's economics department in a list of the 14 best
U.S.
undergraduate
Another aspect of student
departments.
life which has been receiving
much attention lately, acAs part of student-faculty cording to Cotter, is the
interaction, Cotter cited the fraternity system. Issues
faculty-in-residence
and
"faculty
associates"
programs. Social activities
have also begun to diversify Continued on pg. 5
through such organizations
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The Overseers, as part of a
continual review of Colby's
curr iculum , sent visiting
committees to evaluate th e
departm ents of art , geology,
physics, astronomy, and
American studies, and to the
admissions program.
In
further consideration of
curriculum improvement ,
the faculty voted that Colby
should
move
toward
computer
"universal
literacy," and established a
standing Committee on
Computers.
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of a Colby faculty member is
to be a first-rate teacher."
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New weight room in planning stages
by Erick Piper
A new weight room is in
the - planning stages according to Stanley Palmer,
director of physical plant.
If the funds for the room
are approved, construction
could begin immediately.
Palmer noted that "the cost
would be between four and
five thousand dollars."
The room will be built on
what is presently the balcony
overlooking the swimming
pool. Palmer felt that the
weight room would be more

A SECT I ON of the gym scheduled for
renova tion soon .
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from
Douglas
Archibald,
in
too
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dean of faculty and vicemany empty fraternity
president for academic
spaces on ah over-crowded
report
Cotter
ended
by
's
Robert McArthur,
campus, in Cotter's view;
^ the changes in affairs,
dean of admissions and
highlighting
Cotter noted the expansion personnel in 1981-82, in- financial aid, Janice Seitand improvement of ex- cluding a list of new and zinger, dean of students, and
tracurricular activities to retiring trustees, new and Stanley Nicholson, adinter- retiring overseers , faculty ministrative vice-president.
rugby,
include
disciplinary seminars for
scholarship recipients, more
COOT" trips, increased access to the Sugarloaf-USA
ski area, skating on Johnson
Pond, and cross-country
recreational skiing.
single year, and enabled
Colby to operate in the black
for the third straight year,"
Cotter said. Annual giving
was up more than 34 percent
from 1980-81. With this
support, Cotter expressed
confidence in the success of
the Colby 2000 campaign.

In the area of finance and
construction, Cotter stated
that the "handsome new
wing" of Miller Library is
now open, and the renovation
of the old section is on
schedule, td be completed by
the summer of 1983. The
newest dormitory, the
Heights, is "the most
popular among students,"
Cotter said, and has contributed to . "substantial
savings" in heating expenses
with its "passive-solarenergy
design."
Improvements on all the
older
dormitories
are
projected within the next
eight or ten years.
Regarding Colby expenses, Cotter noted a 15
percent increase in comprehensive charges for 198283, which means a year at
Colby now costs $10,450.
"This places us in the middle
of comparable privatecollege charges," Cotter
said .
A new parents' loan
program
has
been
established to help middle
income families meet the
expenses of a Colby
education .
"Over 250
families have elected to
participate,"
Cotter
reported.
Cotter concluded his
discussion of finances with
thanks given to alumni ,
parents and friends for their
monetary support, Total
gifts in 1981-82 "exceeded $3
million for the first time in a

"useful to Colby students
than the balcony, because
the swim team does not
attract many spectators."
Dick McGee, director of

athletics, added mat space
limitations made the present
weight room unsafe. He also
said that the new room would
be "a fitness room" rather
than a free weight room.

According to McGee, the
former weight room would
then be turned into either a
classroom or a storage area
for audio-visual equipment.

Cosby programs computer future
by Chris Schmidt
The Board "of Trustees
Planning Committee met
last Thursday to discuss the
future role of computers at
Colby.
With the recent strides in
computer technology, the
committee felt that it is
necessary to first define the
role of computers at a liberal
arts institution, and second
to decide the best way to
meet that need with present
technology.
The College Computer
Committee, chaired by
Sandy Maisel, was directed
to undertake a study of what
colleges in a similar
situation are doing with

regard to computers. Maisel
felt that the liberal arts
traditionally trains leaders
for the future and because of
this,
famili arity
with
computer technology is
essential. He also added tha t

the computer in the liberal
arts should be used as a tool
rather tha n as a distinct
discipline . The Comput er
Committee was directed to
present a recommendation
to the Trustees by next fall.
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Morocco, Caen, Scotland, Colby: tales of a traveller

by Craig Bystrynski
Most world travelers have never considered coming to
Waterville, Maine. To native Moroccan Abdelhafid
"Hafid" Khazaz, however, the city represents an opportunity to experience American culture first hand.
Currently on exchange from the French University of
Caen, Hafid has spent four years in France and one in
Scotland . In addition he plans to spend time in Mexico
and Latin America . He would also like to spend a year at

a state university in America since he believes that the
atmosphere there will be different than at Colby.
Hafid considers spending time in new countries and
situations "the best way to grow." Now 25, he lived in
Morocco until he was 19, when "I said, 'Hafid ,you'vehad
enough fun here. It's time to move on.'"He commented,
''I forgotabout homesicknesslong ago."

Hafid...is quick to point out that
Morocco is not a country of sandy
desert and camels .
He emphasizes the experiential aspects of his travels.
"I didn't come here just to study,"he said. "I think there
are more important things than just going to the library
and then coming back to your room."
After spending a year at a Moroccan university, Hafid
traveled to France and studied for three years at Caen.
Next he went to Scotland on a university program , wh ere
he taught beginning French for the year.
Scotland offered Hafid a different perspective from
university life. He spent time there living with poor
people in YMCA's. Of the young people he knew there,
Hafid said, "they've got ambition" but are frustrated.
The poor "see life very differently"from a college student
whose parents pay for his education. "I have very good
friends in Scotland,"adds Hafid.
After returning to France for a year, Hafid came to
Colby. Coming to the United States was a lifelong interest of his. His first impression of western culture was
through the movies which he began attending at the age of
six.

(photo by Suzanne Wahlig)
HAFID KHAZAZ sha res his travels .
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American life has turned out to be much as he expected.
The movies gave him a mixture of correct and incorrect
impressions he said. Mostly, they offered "bits of
culture'' which he is now drawing together.
Hafid comes from a family of ten, and his father is a
cashier in the movie house where Hafid saw his first films.
"We're not rich at all." Hafid said. "We're not
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miserable. We ate when we were hungry and had clothes
when we needed them."
Lack of money has been a difficulty in traveling for
Hafif, though. This is one reason his journeys have been
arranged primarily through the university. "I don't
count on my parents at all; I'm financially independent,"
he said.
Hafid, a native of Casablanca, is quick to point out that
Morocco isn't a country of sandy desert and camels.
Tourists often "go to Morocco because, they imagine
therearecamelsand they wantto see camels," he says.
Morocco, however, is ''just like any other country''
with both rural and urban areas and terrain that varies
from snowy mountains to Mediterranean sea coast. Also,
according to Hafid, anyone who must see dromedaries
roaming miles of sand can travel to the former Spanish
Sahara region in southern Morocco.
'
Hafid has returned to Morocco four times since he left
five years ago, and always enjoys returning to his
homeland. Although he has no plans to settle down at the
moment, Hafid is unsure whether he will eventually
settle there.
"There's so much oppression," he said, th at "somebody
who's aware of things in Morocco can't stand to stay iri
Morocco."
"The secret police is very efficient" in Morocco and
enemies of the state have been known to disappear
withouta trace, according to Hafid.
"It can be cowardice not to go back because of that. If
things have to be changed," the educated Moroccans who
are abroad could come home and change them, he
believes.
Hafid admires the people who are currently in Morocco
fighting oppression. "We have to go back and continue the
fight that these people have started."
Fornow, however, Hafid hasn 't"seen enough to go back
and settle down. " To Colby people who are interested in
him, he adds, "the best way to know me is j ust to talk to
me."

The Colby trustees, at
their Oct. 14 meeting, voted
to approve the new tenure
policy . The policy does not
place a numerical ceiling on

candidates but limits those
tenured each year to two
thirds of those eligible.
The policy was not passed
without difficulty, since
three board members voted
negatively. According to
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Douglas Archibald, dean of
faculty, of those three
members, only one gave his
reason for voting against the
new policy. According to
Archibald, the member
simply opposed the tenure
system in general.
Archibald added that "the
board sees itself responsible
for Colby 10 or 15 years (torn
now" and that "this is:the
best statement we are likely
to get." Archibald also
stated that while "it is not
categorically different from
previous policies," he did
feel positive about it in that it
avoids a flat quota system.:
The board vote reflects the
1975 policy in which an absolute tenure ceili ng was
removed. This was done to
prevent a prof essor with
merit from being lost in; a
tenuresh uffl e with anannual

quota.

9-6
9-7

Fresh Fish ? Mussels * Cherrystones

LOBSTERS & STEAMERS
PACKED TO GO & COOKE D TO GO
Are you cravin g fresh Maine Lobsters , Steamers ,
Mussels, Rock Crabs? If so, come on up to see us and we'll
do the cooking foryou
Davo & Lll Lovesque

This year 's policy came
out of a study conducted by
former Dean of Faculty Paul
Dorain and an ad hoc subcommittee on Tenure Policy.
The two-tblrds figure was
created on the basis of , 'an
average retirement rate and
the low attrition rate 7-of
faculty durin g their first six
years . ,:
.
Archibald stated that the
new policy could . crea te
problems for professors.
"Obtai ning tenure at Colby
will increase in difficulty
each year , " he said. > In
addition , "in the academic
world , everyone kn&ws
tenure Is difficult. "
t
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• Sociology interns

information future,
according
Cont inued f rom pg. 3 pertinent
available in the Fairfield, Morrione. However,

to
he
Colby wants to "make certain first
Waterville
and
libraries.
that the students working
Quirk said the people she down there are really serious
works with are "really and dedicated ."
great," and she intends to
continue the work on her own He added that the program
next semester.
may not be called an internship in the future.
For Stevens, involvement Depending upon "different
in the Women, Infants and ways students want to get
Children nutrition program involved," it may be termed
has an added dimension: her independent study or field
first experience with a experience.
computer.
Stevens
is
assembling a client in- There are still some bugs
formation sheet for the to be worked out in the
program, which caters to program,
said Marya Faust,
pregnant and breast-feeding KVCAP director
of perwomen and to children sonnel and training.
She
under five years of age.
cited the need for students to
The information sheet have "a better idea" of their
includes vital information on internship proposals. "We're
the program 's clients in- hoping that for January and
cluding physical, health and second semester" things will
social information. Stevens run more smoothly, she said.
is compiling the statistics on
the computer so the program Overall, the internship
will "have something con- program has been a positive
crete to present" at budget experience for all involved.
time.
According to Morrione, "It's
going much better than
Stevens called her in- anyone expected.
ternship "a tremendous "I think what we're doing
experience." She added, "it is developing student ingives me a broader scope of terests as far as we can," he
what I can do and what I said. "We want to make sure
might be able to do. "
the students have the best
The internship program experience they possibly
may "slowly expand" in the can."

Thayer averages three
assault cases, including
child rape, per week, according to Griffen. Although
the hospital has "an existing
protocol for rape crisis
situations," that isn'talways
enough, she said. "If there's
no empathy " expressed
toward the victim, the
examination process "can be
like another rape." It involves "the same feeling of
helplessness and exposure"
as an assault, Griffen explained.
Gnffen has prior experience in counselling,
having worked at a shelter
for battered women on the
campus of Vassar College.
When Waterville's - rape
crisis program becomes a
reality, she will probably be
interested in continuing in an
administrative capacity, she
said. "It would be rewarding
to get into the counselling,
but in a real way it's
rewarding to me" to help
coordinate the program
from the start. "In a real
sense, it's social change
here,"she added. N
Another service just
getting underway is the
Waterville-area Widowed
P§r_ons Service (WPS), the
group Quirk has chosen to
aid. WPS is a national
group based in Washington
D.C. which lends support and
counselling to tlie newly
widowed.
'
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styles for guys & girl s
The group, with the help of I _ _
a
consultant
from
Washington, recently held a
training session for counsellors. They plan to hold
another session next month
and the actual counselling is
872-6453
just beginning. Quirk is in • 5 Silver Street
the process of assembling an j Walk-in and appoi ntment serv i ce
annotated bibliography of
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Campus Current Events Club attempts
to topple the 'ivory tower' mentality
by Jill Bond

"Being situated in a community where knowledge of
current affairs is not necessary, one can easily become
removed from what is going on ih the world," said Robin
Bye, president of the newly established Current Affairs
Club. Last May , Bye realized that although students at
Colby were familiar with the past they had no sense of the
present. To remedy this situation, she decided to form
_
the
club.

...you also need a strong basis
and awareness of domestic
and international affairs .'
The Current Affairs Club meets weekly as an open
forum, discussing such issues as the change in power in
West Germany, the crisis in Lebanon, U.S.-Sino relations
and the draft. Student response has been quite favorable,
with fifteen to twenty peopleattending each meeting.
Faculty members also attend the meetings, both as
speakers and as simple participants. Bye explained that
the sessions are not lectures. What the speakers have
attempted to do is to describe the issue at hand in fifteen
minutesbefore.beginning a general discussion.Bye hopes
that students will "listen, absorb and get a better understanding. "
Bye and vice-president Miriam Redcay say there have
been no problems organizing the club. Chip Hauss, their
advisor, was "very welcome to the idea," and they
haven't had any problem persuading faculty to come and
speak. "Wes Lucas, of Student' Activities, has also been
helpful,"
said
Bye.
very
The largest problem involved in starting the club was
defining its purpose. They had to make sure their objectives didn 't overlap with those of the International
Relations Club. Bye says that this was not difficult
because they are clearly different. The International
Relations Club does not meet weekly in a forum but rather

works towards going each year to the United Nations over
Easter vacation.
The Current Affairs Club plans to obtain a budget which
will allow them to bring in guest speakers. It will also
allow them to go on field trips and print an informational
newsletter. This newsletter would supply background
information on each week's discussion. Bye estimatestwo
hundred dollars would cover the cost of advertising, as
well as any literature to be handed out. She also hopes to
have a 'slush fund' for various activities.
The need for the club was explained by Redcay, who
said "Supposedly we're getting a top rate education,...but
part of our education is also being aware enough after we
finish with Colby to go out into the world and know what's
going on. World politics, international relations, things
that go beyond just liberal arts-the mathematics, the
languages, which are important, but you also need a
strong basis and awareness of domesticand international
affairs." Redcay feels that Colby's basic lack of
awareness stems from its location. "Two miles away
from a small city which is sixteen miles away from
nowhere. It is a real effort to even get a newspaper,"she
added.
"You just can't live in a vacuum up here," explained
Bye. "You have to make an effort here more than a lot of
other places like in Boston because you're not exposedto
the world. It doesn't seem to be as important here as it
might be somewhereelse."

(photo by Tad Allyn )

ROBI N BYE , presiden t of the newly
'

establ ished Curren t Affa irs Club.

Bullock voted to head board

H. Ridgely Bullock, a 1955
Colbygraduate, was elected
chairman of the Colby board
of trustees at a meeting
Friday.

He succeeds Robert N.
Anthony, who has served in
that capacity since 1978.
Bullock will begin his new
duties in January 1983.

The new chairman, a
resident oi Greenwich,
chairman,
is
Conn.,
chief
and
president,
executive officer of UMC
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Industries, Inc., an international corporation. He
is also an attorney and
partner in the New York
firm of Mudge,. Rose,
Guthrie, and Alexander.
Bullock has served as a
member of the board since
1977, and has worked on the
development
and
nominating committees. He
has also been active in admissions and with the New
York Colby Association.
Anthony, a 1938 Colby
graduate, was elected to the
board of trustees in 1959,
1972 and 1975. Anthony
received an honorary L.H.D.
degree from the college in
1963.
Another Colby trustee,
Anne Sostak, also resigned
on Friday. She had been a
member of the board since
1974. Edward Turner, an
overseer of the college,
was also elected to the board
at the meeting.
i
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Announceme nts
GRAPH THEORY SEMINAR - today, 12:30 p.m., Whitney
'_ _
Room , Roberts.

FILM "Marie Anto inette " in conjunction with class Wed., Oct. 27,7:00p.m., Lovejoy 205.

FILM - "Gabriel Over the White House" in conj unct ion
with History 253 - today, 6:00 p.m., in Lovejoy 213.

CHAPLAIN'S STUDY GROUP MEETING- Wed., Oct. 27,
7:00 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel Lounge. v

VOLUNTEER - Spending Jan-plan at Colby? Get off
campus to help students at the Hinckley Home-SchoolFarm nearby. Leading art classes, working in drama,
craf twork, and cross-country skiing are a few ways to get
involved. If interested, contact Jen Beever, x2420.

FILM - "Rules of t he Game" in conjunction with class today,6:30 p.m.i in Lovejoy 205.

NEWMAN COUNCIL MEETING - Wed., Oct. 27, 7 :00
p.m., Conference Room , Roberts.

WOMEN'S GROUP MEETING - today, Oct. 21, at 6:30
p.m. Smith Room, Roberts. AU are welcome.

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING - tonight, 7:30
p.m. Hurd Room, Roberts. All are welcome:

MEETING "Bien Venue - Colby in Caen" for all students
interested in spending tneir Junior year in France; Wed.,
Oct. 27, 7:30 p.m. in the Mary Low Lounge. There will be a
short talk, a slide show, and refreshments.

SOCIOLOGY 211b SHORT COURSE Sociology in the
1940's class will begin for those enrolled on Oct. 26, at 11:30
a.m.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING with Robert Collins,
director of the inter-study Programmes in England - for
interested students who wish to study in London, Warwick, Sheffield, and York. Friday, Oct. 22, 10:00-11:00
a.m., Etistis Board Room, 3rd floor Eustis.
DEAN'S ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION with Deans
Seitzinger and McPhetres- today, Oct. 21, from 3:00-4:30
pjn. in Averill Lounge.
MID-SEMESTER BREAK - Monday, Oct. 25, no classes!
FILM - "Rules of the Game" in conjunction with class Wed., Oct. 27,6:30 p.m., Lovejoy 213.
FILMS in conjunction with Biology 219, "Last Stand in
Eden" and "Mr. Ludwig's Tropical Dreamland" on Wed. ,
Oct. 27, from6:00-7:30p.m. in Arey5.
WEDNESDAY CATHOLIC MASSES - time permanently
switched from 6:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. for those students
involved in sports or other activities.

Job Locato r
Colby College has received these job openings either
through interviews, phone conversations, or the mail. We
suggest you contact the employer and ask any appropriate questions.
1. Job : Shoveling Snow ; 2-4 men needed to shovel for four
buildings. Pays $3.50 per hour.
Contact: Joyce Berglund - Thayre Garden Apts. 873-1800,
1-6 p.m.
2. Job: The Carriage House - odd jobs starting week
before Thanksgiving through Christmas.
Contact : Marc Vigue at JFK Plaza , Carriage House. Go
in for application.
3. Job: Campus Representative to sell National Resume
Service .
Suite 3100 297 S. Newton
St. Rd., Newtown Square, Penn.
19073 (215) 356-7310 ¦
^
Contact: Financial Aid Office for application

¦

4. Job: Campus Representative to sell products to dorms,
clubs, etc. - student gets commission and works his-her
own hours.
Contact: Custom Favor Co., Verne Reich - General
Manager 1-800-323-3101- Toll Free Call
5. Job: Babysitting for a 4yr. old boy who " loves to learn!'
1-2 afternoons a week 12':30-4:30, Friday and-or¦ Wed. or
Thurs .

Contact: Betsy Eggleston x2289.

"

.

of
6. Job: Campus Representative , for Freedom
Ex pression . "a professional silkscreen graphics company."
Contact: Linda Chandler 603-528-2311 and :or financial aid
office.
7. Job : Part-time job selling stereo equipment.
Contact : Financial Aid Office for a Hi-fi Sales Co. application.
t
8. Job: LaVerdiere's- an odd«jobs person to help with gift
wrapping during the last week of November through
Christmas - 20 hrs. a week .
Contact: Wayne Cyrway, JFK Plaza , LaVer diere's
9. Job : McDonald's-cooks, cashiers.
Contact: Maine J ob Serv ice , 28 College Ave. for application .
10. Job: Pizza by> Norm - part-time 1-2 nights a week specific nights flexible - some weekend work.
Contact: Norm's Pizza , TempleSt.
11. Job : Pizza Hut - part-time waitress - 20 hrs. a week.
Must be available to work through Christmas vacation.
Contact : manager Fred Saul, JFKPlaza , Pizza Hut. '

Contin ued on pg; 10

LECTURE "China Since Mao" with Professor Morris
Meisner, Professor of History, University of Wisconsin at
Madison. Wed., Oct. 27, 8:00p.m., Lovejoy215.
STUDENTS who wish to remain on campus during
January , but who do not wish to do a Jan plan, must obtain
the signature of a faculty or staff sponsor on a form
available in the office of Dean of Students.

s pk\

INTERESTED in spending January in Cuernavaca,
Mexico for credit? Those interested in this program are
urged to register in the Modern Foreign Language office
(Lovejoy 323) as soon as possible as arrangements must
be made for air reservations and for places at the participating school. Further information may be obtained
from Professor Cauz, L329.
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Career watch
CAREER WATCH - For more information, come to tbe
Off iceof Career Services, Roberts 248.
Maine Auduban Society - Internships for Jan Plan
Historical Research - Researching the history of the
Society from a developmentalperspective.
Natural Science Research - Conducting a literature
review on Piping plovers. Analyzing management plans
for plovers or other species and making recommendations
to the Society on long range population management plans
for Piping plovers in Maine.
Teachers' Resource Center Internship - Producing an
annotated listing of selected environmental education
materials.
Summer Camp Counselors, Camp Pesquasawasis,
Poland, Maine. Sponsored by the Roman Catholic
Diocese of Portland, Maine. For more information,
contact Father Paul Cote or Career Services.
Assistant Director of Admission, Smith College. Special
responsibilities for minority recruitment. Opening
beginning January 3, 1983. Application deadline:
November 15. For further information, contact the Office
of Career Services.

SPRINggND SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
For _B_Binformation on these and other summer internsfflBRportunities , come to Career Services, Roberts
Environmental Internships in the Northeast, Great
Lakes, WTicific Northwest, and California. (Deadline:
6.)
December
¦
_s

I

j

Newspaper fund Editing Internship Program. Earn $225
a week as a copy editor on a newspaper, attend a twoweek course in editing paid for by the Newspaper Fund,
receive a scholarship for next fall at Colby (Deadline:
November 25) .

CAREER EXPLORATIONWORKSHOPS
On Wednesday, October 27, at 6:30 p.m. in the Robins
Room, Nancy Mackenzie, Assistant Director of Career
Services,, will be conducting a workshop on resume
writing, opening a credentials file, and generally getting
started in the job search. Please come preparedto write
with a pencil and a notebook.

Internship Program for Alaska. Wide range of projects
identified by public interest groups in the Anchorage area.
( Deadline: December 15for Spring Semester, beginning
JanuarySl).

# Job Locator

Washington Center for Learning Alternatives. Internships in a government agency, business, association, or
non-profit organization. Deadline for Spring Semester January 28 to May 13: November 1. Deadline for Spring
quarter - March 18to May 27:January 15

Continued f rom pg. 9

12. Job: Mr. Paperback - flexible hrs. - nights and
weekends - 18 hrs. a week. Collecting applications for
POSSIBLE job.
Contact: Mr. Paperback, Elm Plaza - Go in for ap<
plication.
13. Job: Singer - sales-calling customers in the sewing
maching dept. Two nights a week 5:00-9:00 - sewing experience helpful but not necessary.
Contact: Singer, ElmPlaza .

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

Tuesday, October 26, University of Connecticut School of
Law

Marianne Michaels
12:00-4:30, Kurd Room

14. Job: Wendy 's - part-time job for qualified male -18
vrs or older. 10-15 hrs. per week - nights and weekends
esp. Sunday mornings. Own transportation helpful,
contact: Wendy 's, Upper Main St., apply IN PERSON
between2-4, Mon.-Thurs.

Friday, October 29
Yale Divinity School
Marcus Bruce
1:00-4:00, Whitney Room

15. Job: Plants Alive - 6 hrs . a week - 2-3 days a week.
Part-time job to helpwith maintenance of the store.
Contact: Plants Alive, Common St. ( off Main St.)

John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University \
Jo Todrank
2:00-4:00, Hurd Room

16. Job: Home Port Computers - part-time sales clerk to
work during Christmas season. Hours vary, includes
Saturday, must have some background in retail and-or
computers.
Contact : Shan Cotta 873-2192, Main St. or go in for an
interview at Home Port Computers.

Tuesday, October 26
University of Connecticut School of Law
Marianne Michaels
12:00-4:30, Kurd Room

I

Classifieds

[colby] i [college]

DAM.
It' s not the end of the world .' Keep
smiling!
L.C.K.
L.C.K.
Hope you enjoyed the weekend .
Than* for yoor company .
D.A.M.

I

f BOOKSTORE

•^

Zeldar the Incomprehensibl e Is
coming. Beware!

Hey Bun-Kee, (103)
Have a great weekend! I know It
will be difficult wlthout me... c u
Monday.
JeS

'
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To the guys at WMHB,
Sorry about the joke that got out of
hand - you guys are all 10's?
The Reviewers

Mag,
Thanx for you know what. Very
good timing I'd say. Good luck
with the paper, etc . Have a good
one.
Ms. Flake
K.G. fdaughter )
Bet It will be a while before you
pull something like this again.
Be good this weekend while I'm
gone.
Your Mother
C.B,
Keep those eyes roami ng, you
never know what you may see.,.
B.J.
Somo minus one equals fun.
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The Bookstore runs out of books for some classes because *
they order according to prere gistration. When students
join a class they did n't prere gister for , there is
automaticall y a shortage of books.
Reorders take 2-4 weeks via UPS.

Hours 8:30-5:00 Mon-Fri
10:00-2:00 Sat

G.P.
We ' re not sure why, but we forgive
you. You must admit , though ,
that It was a D.C. maneuver)
K and R

Halloween
M&j Mg,

Last month , 253 Econ Majors were asked why they
thought the Bookstore sometimes ran out of textbooks.
14%: Text Manage r hid the books in the basement.
11%: The Bookstore didn 't order accordin g to the
number of seats in the classrooms.
. . 12%: The Bookstore forgot to order the book,
9%: The student helpers weren 't paid.
5%: Said that . they didn 't care , they didn 't buy
their textbooks, anyway.
7%: Asked which semester.
40% : Went on about something having to do with
marketing , but this rep orter didn't
un derstand a word.
2%: As/wd which bookstore .

Res, Blndle, RAM, Prok, Buster,
Greg, Josh, KT, Nick, Howzer 5
We know about the plans for
album reimbursement.
Thank
you guys for making something
very good come out of a bad
experience. We know who our
friends are . You guys are The
Best?
Paul and AAlke

m _^^_ !_________i
m m.~ _________H

D.P, .
Got happy! Whereve r you end up,
you will do well, Just make sure
you remain positive as long as
you ' re horo.

" pi<

A130
How does It feci to bo "sug ar
free? "
J15S
Linda
Thoro Is no doubt, It' s f ato . Boom.
Andrew
Dear missed hor wrlto
Wh y are Helen K el ler 's han ds
blue r?
Tho Mots
J215
Leave you r troubles behind ,
We ' re going to Now York Dear Cutlo ,(i moan Dana)
Your twinkling bluo oyo» lust molt
my heart!
ABJF
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Nlso,
Get psyche d for the weeke nd! (No
moro finance!)
Your Roomlo
1979 Trium ph Spitfire conv ontable,
JO.WmJi eoipxcollont condi tion ,.
(5,300, 453-6035.
<PM~MIMMi aM -«MMi _____ M -_tf-nM -HI

Pfaff;' :' Sensitive and introspective
by Lee-AnneFamolare
Imagine yourself in a limited space surrounded by
darting lines and shapes of pulsating day-glo colors. In a
single moment you experience rhythm and disruption,
gravity and weightlessness, form and idea. This is the
world of Judy Pfaff as she presented it in an informal slide
presentation at Colby last Wednesday.
Born in England Pfaff first came to the U.S. when she
was 13. She married at 16 and spent much of her young
life moving from place to place. One day she decided to
"escape" to a different life-style and ended up in a small
mid-western college. From there she attended other
schools off and on, eventually receiving her MFA from
Yale. Tired of school, Pfaff moved to N.Y. and taught for
a while. At 36, she is one of today's top young artists.
Trained as a painter, Pfaff became tired pf painting, "it
felt like flypaper to me," and quit cold turkey. "I started
making things like this just to keep me busy," she said of
a floor covered with abstract objects, "and then I
would pack them up again."
Of other slides taken in her studio Pfaff joked "when
there's no interest in your work you can do this for a long
time!" She explained that there was no real organization
in her early works but it was figuring out how to surviveas
an adult and, at the same time, keep in touch with the
medium that she felt to be important.
Reluctant to categorize herself and her work Pfaff said
"These are installations I guess. I hate the word, but it
protects the work I suppose." And then, "My pride is in
being an abstract artist and when I first started making
figures I got sick." Once she became comfortable with
making recognizable figures she "got some reputation
for making stick people. I don't think I've made a stick
person since. I hate being locked into stuff. "

Pfaff described her sensitivity to public criticism as
inhibiting her work until, "one day," she said, "I went
snorkeline in the Yucatan and realized that so much was
in bad taste- the fish, the plants- that it didn't bother me
anymore." After that day Pfaff said her iconography
became more open. In referring to her iconography, and the language or
symbolism of H_r work Pfaff shows that there is meaning
behind her art. However this meaning is often more
experiential than verbal, and therefore hard to define.
People react to her work differently. "Sometimes
people come in and think'what is she doing?' " laughed
Pfaff. She explained that her art is not for everyone nor is
it for everyday: "My work is not around my house. It
takes a lot of energy to look at a lot of this stuff , and if you
don't have the energy it is Very fatiguing. "
When asked if she worried about people touching her
sculpture Pfaff replied "my work is not tangible, not
inviting, maybe visually yes, but not tactile."
Pfaff described her "love, hate" relationship with
sculpture as becoming increasingly more comfortable.
Her new motifs have becomemore architectural since she
began to work with metal. "I am growing up to know that
I can use these materials and weights,"she said. "It's OK
that an"object with weight does not have to be an object of
permanence." "Motion is an important factor in her work
as is the understanding that each installation is only
temporary.
Pfaff's vitality, humor, and "high tolerance for color"
are present in her speech as well as in her work. She is
an opinionated But quiet woman whose sensitive and introspective thoughts mix with her personal history and
with her acute awareness of our modern society to
produce a thoroughly innovative and exciting art form.

the Waterville area . The
incentive for this showing
was two fold. Opening the
It has been said that Art- exhibit with the showing of
can take many differen t Bambi, Chase hoped to show
forms . This statement can the kids, who came to see the
be seen vividly this week at movie, that , they can be
Railroad Square Cinema,
creative In a very positive
In addition to their usual way, just like the movie. The
running of movies, Gail other Incentive is to try and
Chaso and some others at raise some funds in the area
Railroad Square have put to form art classes to toach
together a showing of*' the kids the do's and don'ts of
children's art from around drawing,
matting an d
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"No Place To Be Somebody" is a powerful play that
depicts grim relations between blacks and whites, according to Sewell. Sewell described some rehearsals as
painful due to the distressing accuracy of certain scenes.
He also added that rehearsals were exciting because
Colby has never produced such a harshly realistic play
about such an important issue.
There have already been mixed reactions to the play.
Some students oppose it because the play shows a side of
black life that might lead an audience to an unsound
conclusion of black life.
The question was asked, "Is Colby ready for such a
play?" In response, McDowell said that this question
"assumes a monolythic Colby community." McDowell
expressed her assumption that the audience would be
sensitive and sophisticated enough to take the play in the
proper vein.
The play takes place in a bar in the heart of the city.
The people who pass through have been neglected by
society. Hippies and homosexuals, but mostly blacks, are
shown to act in roles that society has given them. In the
play, they have not been given a chance in a hostile world
where they 've been made to feel they don't belong.
Brian Griffith , one of the actors, can relate directly to
this feeling, Raised in Boston, a city notorious for its race
realtions, ne has not been sheltered from prejudice. He
can't get away from the feeling of being singled out in
Maine, either. "I went downtown to the concourse and

Local kids dis play art
by John Lyons
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No place to be somebody

*Continued

DRAM ATI C REHEARSAL of "No Pi gee to
be Somebody ,11

i

j
(photo by Tory Fiske
JUDY PFAFF 3t recep tion foll owing
her lecture .
V"

mounting. Chase hopes that
this can be done, even if on a
small scale "where the kids
just learn to tape things to
construction paper."
The work that is on display
was sent in by students and
various teachers from a wide
Tho
range of schools.
children, who are tho artists,
range in age from three to
eleven.
There was no set format or
theme for the work. The

I could see people stare, or try to hide their stares,"Brian
recalled.
David Mitchell, the lead, has also felt the "pretense,"
with which people unjustly view others. "Some people
distinguish me by the color of my skin before they judge
me for my mind or my personality," he said.
Griffith agrees, adding, "as a freshman it can get tough
because I want to get to know people, but some will stay
aloof. ..like they're scared of me or something."
"I really learned what it's like to be black on this
campus," said Sue Perry, an actress in the play. She
added that she now recognizes a "subtle white superiority
complex"on campus.
Perry explained that students have made comments
such as, "did you know you would have to kiss a black kid
when you tried out?" or "I won't see a play that so many
black kids are in." She feels that these comments are not
a fair representation of the student-body as a whole,
however.
"The average student never really thinks about how
blacks at Colby feel, being so outnumbered. I hope the
play will make students more sensitive toward the
feelings of blacks here on campus," Carolyn Gibbs, a
female lead, said. "I can definitely understand why
blacks at Colby would usually tend to stay with one
another," she adddd.
The casjt has been practicing for more than six weeks.
Overall, they feel tlie experience has been positive. We
have developed "incredible unity, " one performer said.
"No Place To Be Somebody " will run from Oct. 28 through
Oct. 30.
_-___-______-______-____--_

Art Notes

subjects range from Pac__a_a_____Bh_A__a____aMkiaai_aaa
man to Robin Hood and
Space prots to ocean waves.
The method each' arist STU-A FILM: "The Graduate" Thursday, October 21, at
chose was also his own.
1and 9:30 in Lovejoy 100. Admission $1.
There are abstract ink flows,
water
colors, pastels, STU-A FILM : "S.O.B." Friday and Saturday, October 22
charcoal still lifes, crayon and 23 at 7 and 9:30 in Lovejoy 100. Admission $1.
abstractions, paper cut-outs
and several beautiful oils.
COLBY COMMUNITY MUSIC ASSOCIATES presents a
The kid's art will be on concert featuring flutist Carol Wincenc. Sunday, October
display until October 22 24 at 3 p.m. in Given Auditorium. Admission regularly $8
when Walter Isqn will 6pen or a series subscription to '4 concerts is $25 and $10 for
exhibit,
his
students.

Kick up your heels and go fre netic
by Laurellie-Suesanne
Jacobs
"Hey, I don't know how to
waltz. How do you waltz?
Am I doing it?"
"Okay. Now we're going
toP-O-L-K-A!"
"What's a polka?"
"It's a really fast waltz."
"Uh oh, I don't know how
to waltz."
Here wego...

And the feet start a-stompin
And the people start arompin
And the faces start agrinnin
As the couples start aspinnin'
And you don't have to be a
jokah to do the polka.
All you have to do is kick up
your heels and go frenetic.
This is what thirty folks did
this past Friday eve to the

TUXEDO JUNCTION in costume ,

electric energy of the
acoustic sounds of the
</ ¦
"Moosetones."
Thanks to the Colby Outing
Club and the enthusiasm of a
hopping audience and their
happy feet the tradition of
Maine Contra Dance was
alive and well and living in
the Foss-Woodman dining
hall. The sounds and spirit of
the "Moosetones" are inspired by Bob Childs, a fiddle

. Photo by Uaurie Brow n

player and creator from the certain sense of elemental
Belgrade
Lakes, Jeff
Childs seemed
McKeen, an accordian reality."
player from Montville, and more concerned with the
Greg
Boardman
(un- importance of maintaining a
jcottjmunity
fortunately en absencia sacred
" if . not. for
tradition.
)
Friday eve , a piano, fiddle,
and guitar player from people like themselves, and
Fayette. All Maine hred and those they touch, contra
residing, the members of the dance could easily fade into
"Moosetones" are ap- history.
Maine Contra Dance is a
preciative of a Colby
derivative
of Irish, French
audience that well receives
their hoots and hollers Canadian, and - Scottish
keeping Maine Contra Dance dance. Many of the older
members of Maine coma flourishing tradition;.
"
This year is the seventh munities remember welland
that the "Moosetones" have fondly the gatherings in the
played at Colby. The first town barn, dressed in their
time they played was for the finest dancing duds, ready to
class of '75. They started dosey doe and chat the night
with
the
"Cambridge away with good friends, good
Country
Band," then music, and good refreshbecame the group known as ments. It was the arrival of
the "Old Grey Goose,"then television that took people
the old "Moosetones," and out of the community of the
now the "Moosetones" as dance hall . and into the
they are today. Every year privacy of their living room.
they tour around Maine and Now the "Moosetones" bring
the country, even going people back out Of their
abroad to spread Maine living rooms and into
community centers.
tradition.
were
hearty
When asked why they play, There
how and what they do, Childs welcoming grins as hands
and McKeen replied that stretched out to receive
"it 's good acoystic music
that stirs people to <dance and
to learn to dance." More
specifically, McKeen claims
that for him it "satisfies a

Tuxedo Junction: On their way
by Sara Campbell
Tuxedo Junction , the newly created jazz choral group,
has shown that with a little initiative, originality, and hard
work , anything is possible at Colby . Though a seemingly
impossible endeavor, Tuxedo Junction has succeeded in
gaining recognitionalongside the well-established Colby 8
and Colbvettes.

Stu-A Films

by Chip Rooney
For those of you who either must stay on campus to
work or are entirely unwanted elsewhere on this
midsenienter long weekend, Stu-A-Films presents
Blake Edwards ' "S.O.B." To even further sweeten
this premiere attraction , a Porky Pig cartoon, "Corn
on the Cop, " has been added to the Friday and
Saturday night agenda.
In a movie -which bears many of the trademarks of
Edwards ' most famous film, "10," the directorwriter-producer coordinates a star studded cast
consisting of notables Larry Hagman, Loretta Swit ,
Shelley Winters, and the late William Holden behind a
dynamic performance by Julie Andrews, into a
smooth, cynical comedy abou t the movie industry.
Edwards ' satiric approach to Hollywood's plastic
population of petty agents, egomanical actors,
venemous columnists, and ineffectual studio
executives is both tragically disillusioning and
painfully realistic in the same breath,
Although often criticized as being beyond the scope
of comprehension to the general public, this film,
which oddly denies its own merit through its critical
story line, works as a conveyer to the idolotious
masses that all that glitters is not gold. It is also
for that reason that "S.O'.B." enjoyed mixed commercial success; it was certainly heavily promoted
by the people (i.e. studio executives) to whom it
related and well attended by the white collar class,
but generally misunderstood and unjustly criticized
by many blue collar philistines.
As Gavin Millard * frequently observed in director
Neville Short's work, it is the ambiguity of the avant
garde 's values and principles that creates the flim 's
comic force. This is not a movie which is readily
accessible to those uninitiated in the ways of
Hollywood, but humorous and interesting enough to
hold the attention of anyone who is dedicated to an
evening 's diversion. Seeyou at the theater.

The group was originated during Jan-Plan last year.
Pam Hiscock and Andy Colby realized that there were no
small co-ed singing groups at Colby. According to Pam,
"It was basically a j oke; we should start one, ha , ha , ha.."
They asked six other friends to join them and Tuxedo
Junction was formed.
It was not nearly that simple. Although the members
were terribly enthusiastic it was often difficult to maintain that attitude and to create a serious commitment,
The group then needed to find an adviser. Adrian Lo,
leader of Locomotion has taken the position this year.
Tuxedo Junction also had the problem of lack of funds
because Stu-A policy doesn't allow any group to get money
until they 've been in existance for a full year. This meant
members had to raise money for music and pay for their
costumes out of their own pockets.
Due to their increasing popularity, Tuxedo Junction
was able to hold try outs this year and to increase theirnumber from eight to twelve members. The group
members for this year are ; Andrea Colby, Para Hiscock,
Tricia Martin , Jenny Armstrong, Cyndi Morris, Karen
Killam , Eric Pendleton, Greg Walch , Steve Barbour,
Gordon Colby and .Arthur Poulis; their accompa nist is
Tom Ponti.
Tuxedo Junction 's major appeal is its variance" from
the two established groups. First of all, they are
costumed in black , red, and white. They also depart from
the conventional style by singing swing, music of
nostalgia , and jazz. Their repertoire, as of now, includes a
few dance movements but they hope to be totally
choreographed in the future.
Tuxedo Junction in its brief existence seems to have
secured a solid position within the Colby community.
They have talent, originality and spirit , all the ingredients
for success. Tq quote Andy Colby, ''We're on our way!" ,
¦_____¦¦¦ ——— —^—————^—^~»"—¦»—————«— —¦———»¦_>
—
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Looking For Quality
Reproductive Health Care?
Call
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THE FAMILY
PLANN,NQ CENTEFt

073-2122,474-8487
1-800-452-8760

Convenient - Reasonably Priced
Day and Evening Hours

hands and arms held tightly
as bodies spun. The most
special aspect of a contra
dance, is that feeling of
community spirit that
causes people to shed
inhibitions, social detachment, cares, and water
(sweat) as if it were going
out of style.
There was laughter Friday
night as people spun through
waltzes, polkas, contra,
squares, circle dances
(mixers), and singing
games.
Exhausted and
exhilarated, everyone rose
up on fancy footing to kiss
our goodbyes in the final
number "Kiss Your Loviu'
Zero"
Anyone can Maine Contra
Dance. You don't have to be
from Maine, or the country,
or even know one dancing
step. The dancing welcomes
all who enjoy enjoyment*.
Dennis Myshrall advocates
that the dance is "a better
alternative to Fraternity
parties," and Bob Barnes
sure thought it was "Fun."
Join in next time and when
you leave you'll just "Swing
yo
patnah
home!"

BACK2 THE
BASE
__
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by Sue Egypt
Last week this column gave tribute to a number of
musicians who have recently died. The article
promised another column devoted solely to
Thelonious Sphere Monk. Consulting with two of my
alter egos, Sue and Sue, we found that this week is
just as good as any for the Monk column. But rest
assured that this column is not turning into an
obituary section. Next week will feature a commentary on Art Rock written by my friend Sue. This
column on Monk turns out to be rather timely,
though , as Monk died almost one year ago this month.
Thelonious Monk was born in Rocky Mount, North
Carolina, in 1920. By 1924 his family moved to San
Juan Hill on New York City's upper west side. He
must have been interested in the piano at an early
age, for by the time he was eleven Monk had started
to accompany his mother's singing on a church
organ.
Monk's first real j ob as a jazz pianist probably
wasn't until 1939, when he played at Kelly's Stables in
New York. Here he met Kenny Clarke and together
they moved to Minton's Playhouse. In 1941 the house
band at Minton 's often included Charlie Christian,
"Dizzy" Gillespie, Kenny Clarke, Don Byas, and
Thelonious Monk. The first recordings of Monk's
playing were made by Jerry Newman at this time
and have been revised recently by Everest Records.
By the mid-forties it was obvious that Monk had
developed an electricity that would individualize him
as a jazz player. Despite the claim by many critics
that Monk was a Bop pianist (Down Beat called him
the "High Priest of Be-Bop") , he was obviously
striving for something very different. Bop players
tend to phrase in a very defined rhythmic pattern ,
usually emphasizing the metrical structure, lending
the music an intensely driving energy. Monk,
however76ftenextends or fraclurramelodic phrases
without regard for the length Involved. These
characteristics removed Monk's style from the world
of bop and hence the hoppers rarely chose Monk to
play in. their" croups. This deviance from the norm
forced him to find his own players and lead his own
groups. This gave Monk the freedom1 to experiment
with now'compositional Ideas through which his true
genius is apparent.

1

Women s
x-cou nfr y./.

Field Hockey ...

Wome n roll

Cullenberg
fakes 7th

with 4 wins

by Margaret W immer
BOSTON- The women's

cross country team t ravelled

to Franklin Park in Boston
this past weekend to participate in the New England
Small College Athletic
Conference
cross-country
meet.
All the NESCAC
colleges were present to
compete in the non-scored
meet held over the 3.1 mile
course.
(photo by Tory Fiske)
Though the meet was not
officially scored , Middlebury
FORWARD LOOKING - Colby forward Jill Watson moves the ball
was the victorious team with
a Hamilton runner taking the
downfield in field hockey game aga inst Plymouth State
first place honors. Colby
Col lege last Friday. Colb y wo n , 3- 1.
finished in sixth place.
Colby 's t op runner was
Ann Cullenberg who fi nished
in an impressive seventh
place with a time of 18:32.
Running a strong race,
freshman
Kris
Giblin
finished not too far behin d in
by MichaelFortin
anoverall thirteenth place.
the Huskies to 2-0. Kwame a cross from teammate
The following five Colby
Adom-Nkansah broke away Gary Littley under a diving
runner s took finishing places GORHAM- The University of at midfi eld and scored his McCrystal to give USM their
with only a sprea d of 9 Southern Maine Huskies third goal of the week.
sixth victory in 13 tries.
positions from the first to exploded for two goals in the
Tempers flared in the Colby had 25 shots on goal
last runn er. Tina Babarovic
seven minutes to tie the second half resulting in each while USM had 29. Colby
crossed the f inish line in the last
game
and Joe Att erbury team play ing shorthanded dro ps to 5-3-1.
thirt y-eighth position and
Earlier in the week,
scored the game-winner at one man for most of t he
ran t he moderately hily 2:05
'
Kwame
s
e
cond
hal
f
.
Adom-Nkansah
of the second overtime
cours e in 20:20.
scored
Forward
Jim
Merrill
cut
two
first
half goals in
Debbie Windberg and Deb to defeat the Colby White the lead to 2-1 by knocking in leading the White Mules over
3-2,
Mules
Saturday
af,
Scanlan w ere the next two ternoon
in
Gorham. a rebound at the top of the Husson College 3-1.
Colby finishers taking the
Mark Schafer had two
Colby
took
a
1-0
lead at penalty area at 38:20.
fortieth and forty-secon d
assists
and scored the inregulation
,
With
1:20
left
in
positions respectively . And 33:20 of the firs t half when Rick Christman tied the surance goal at 3 :06 of the
ul Swartz received a pass
rounding out the Colby Pa
C olby second half.
Tony Manbeating
f
rom
rk B urke and b eat game,
seven were Ginger P rigge USM Magoa
derson scored Husson's only
goalkee
per Tim McCrystal.
p
kee
p
er
Mark
tak ing forty-fifth and Meg
The fi rst overtime went goal at 30:50 of the second
Wimmer taki ng the forty- Pelkey.
I n the second half. Colby outshot H usson
scoreless.
Early in the second half,
seven thplace.
A
tter
bury headed 20-7.
overt
i
me
,
Colby extended its lead over

Men 's Soccer. ..

Late goals lift Hus kies

Football...

After a disappointing first half of the season with a
record of 3-3, tiie field hockey team has now recovered.
After a weekend of great games they stand at 7-3. The
four straight games that t he team played last week gave
t hem a boost on their way to its MAI
AW tournament, and
possibly theNI
AC tournament.
The team began its series on Wednesday with an important 3-1 victory over rival Bowdoin, which had been
ranked third in the state. On a power shot which the
Bowdoin goalie never saw, Kat hy Nickerson, assistedby
, first half.
Jessica Gwynne, scored midway through the
In tiie second half the Colby women held onto their lead
when Jill Watson deflected a shot by co-captain Wendy
Runstadler. Bowdoin scored later, but Letty Roberts'
unassist ed goal pulled Colby aheadby two goalsto clinch
the victory.
Goalie Anne Geagan had eight saves. Shiela Ryan and
Sharon Kehoe at link and back respectively led thestrong
Colby def ense in tackles, while J oyce Hartwig helped the
offensive attack with her pressure on goal.
On Friday afternoon Colby faced Plymouth State
College f rom New Hampshire. Colby came out fired up
and scored quickly on a corner play pass f rom Kathy
Nickersonto Letty Roberts.
Plymouth came back with a goal ten minutes later.
Colby tallied 26 seconds later on a nicely played goal by
Jlli Watson, assisted by Letty Roberts.
In the second half the Colby defense held onto the lead
despi te a total of nineteenPlymouth shots. A nne Geagan
was credited with 13 saves, and Sharon Kehoe had one
save and led the defense in tackles (7) along with cocapt ainDiane P eterec.
Colby did not let down on offense. The Mules added
their third goal late in the second half on a goal by Jill
Watson deflecting a Letty Roberts shot.
Bef ore a large parent's weekend crowd on Saturday
afternoon the Colby women secured their third win to
bring their rec ord to 6-3. The team continued its potent
attack (game total of 23 shots) leading at half time on
three goals by Letty Rob erts assisted respectively by
Maureen Betro, J essica Gw ynne, andJil Wat son to a lone
University of Maineat Presq ue Isle goal.

Continued on pg, \k

Mules remain winless halfway through season
by Peter Lull
"It is hard to mature as a group when you're killing
yourselves. Once you stop beating yourselves ,you can go
out and beat other people," theor ized senior co-captain
John Olsen in reflecting on Saturday 's 13-7 loss to Trinity.
The loss put the White Mules halfway through the
season without a victory , but the game had two bright
spots for the team: a decline in the number of penalties
and a touchdown.
, The first touchdown of the Colby season came on the
team's third possession of the game, moving down to the
four-yard line on 11- and 37-yard passes by freshman
quarterback Jay Kemble . Mike Marra capped the drive
with his four yard effort for the score and gave the Mules
the early advantage.
! Trinity came bade behind the passing of sophomore
quarterback Joe Shield (a very respectable day of 20
completions on 31 attempts ) to even tlie score in the
second quarter.
7
The score remained deadlocked until the last five
minutes when Trinity scored on Nod ldle's 12-yard run .
According to coach Tom Kopp, Trinity was prepared to
punt to Colby in a fourth down and four to go situation
when
was
called
for ..off ¦sides.
¦¦
¦ The coll was
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¦ Colby
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Srotested on the grounds that Trinity 's center moved the
all, drawing the defense over the line of scrimmage. The
penalty allowed Trinity to sustain their drive and led to
their final tall y, giving them a 13-7 victory.
The penalty was, however, only one of three on the day
for Colby, accountin g in all for only 20 yards. "I hope it
continues (the low number of penalties ). We eliminated
the really stupid mistakes , like the personal fouls, "said
Olsen.
Kemble feels that to develop a more potent offense the
team must put together eight or ten good plays in a series
and not just the three or four that they are doing now. He
sees this as possible when the team "gets rid of penalties ,
stops the stupid mistakes , and sustains blocks longer ." As
for the lack of penalties; Kopp claimed , "we accomplished
*
what we wanted to."
Kopp was also pleased by the intensit y and toughn ess on
both sides, Olsen agreed , saying that in Saturday 's
contest the team was more determined and intense and
that he could "feel tlie intensity for the first time, They
got the ball on the four yard line with a first down and we
held them scoreless. (Other team 's offenses) are driving
on us, but we're gettin g the big play when we need it. We
are less cautious now than we were before on defense. We
want to be more consistent and have thre eplays (and hold

the other team ) and then get theoffense back on the field.
Saturday we played a much smarter game."
Theseason has only four games remaining, two against
CBB rivals Bowdoin and Bates, Tuf ts, and Middlebury on
Saturday . Olsen looks forward to the return of co-captai n
Tom McGuillicuddy to the defense which will help the unit
jell even more . He sees the Middlebury game as a real
test to the defense.
Middlebury 's strength so far this year has been the
running game , and the defense has showed well against
the run. Comments Olsen , "We are better as a unit now
than at any other time this year , we are much more
cohesive. Different people are makin g the big play and
that is a good sign. We still haven 't shut anybody out and
that is the test of . any defense. We could have shut out
Trinity but we didn 't. "
Kemble looks forward to the end of the season with
anticipation. He feels the games against Bates and
Bowdoin will be especially intense , because " all three
teams are fired up to play each ether. We will just have to
Set tough. You can just forget the teams ' records, it will
ea good game. "
Kopp also feels progress. "We seemed to improve , but
we have to score more. We are moving forward week
after week;lt is slow, but there is progress ,"

Women 's soccer...

Mules dump Bates
by Cory Humphreys

The women's soccer team
returned in full force from a
to
slump
mid-season
dominate at. Bates last
Thursday, 3-1.
By "Saturday ihe Mules
were ready to play "their
best *game of the season"
against Boston College
according to coach Terry
Parlin. The Mules fell,
however, 2-0, to fourth
ranked BC in front of an
enthusiastic
parent's
weekend crowd. In addition,
the women's B team again
defeated Thomas College, 100, on Monday.
In the Bates match, Colby
broke through the Bobcat's
defense to score 20 minutes
into the first half . Left wing
Anne Boatwright scored on
an assist from right wing
Marsha Landau.
Tlie Mules tallied the next
two goals in the second half,
leaving Bates scoreless until
the final 30 seconds of the
game. Colby's second half
scorer was forward Patrice
Galvin with two goals,
assisted by center forward
Lesley Melcher and Anne
Boatwright respectively.
Melcher and Galvin successfully confused the Bates
squad by frequently switching positionsin mid play.
The
Bobcats barely
escaped a shutout by scoring
on a direct penalty kick with
30 seconds remaining in the
match.
The Mules' control of the
game was evident from the
Mules' 28 shots on goal,
compared to Bates' seven.
Keepers for the match were
sophomore Ann Whitemore
in the first half and freshman

Molly Couch in the second Keeper Ann Whitemore
made an impressive 18saves
half.
Boston College took ad- for the game.
The improvement evident
vantage of their edge over
in
this season can be seen
Colby in the areas of skill
frorii
last year 's match score
and speed. The disparity
between the two teams was of 5-0, BC's favor. Parlin
not so great, however, that asserted, "We've been
the Mules didn't have a playing much better since
Tufts. We've made some
chance to win the match. ,
There
were
two changes in formation.
memorable chances for the Debbie Brooks started at
Mules to score. Ten minutes right half , and Jenny Estes
into the first half the ball was played right fullback. Both
loose in front of BC's goal for of them played really well.
enough time to allow several Some players played the best
of the Mules' shots to be game they 've ever played."
deflected at point blank
Yesterday the Mules
range.
Galvin fired a played
1-1 tie against
promising shot on a Bowdointofora the
. second time
breakaway in the second
Boatwright
year.
Anne
this
half , stopped by a lunging BC
gave
the
Mules
a
1-0 lead in
keeper.
but
Bowdoin
the
second
half
The Mules had a total of tied the game soon
afseven shots on BC's goal as terwards.
compared to BC's 20.

(photo by John F. Lyons)
EAGLE EYE - A Boston College defender l ooks on as Colby 's
Debbie B rooks controls ball in match last Saturday. B.C.
won , 2-0.

Men 's x-cou nfry.. .

Harriers dominate UNH , UMO
byDavid Bell
DURHAM, N.H. - Colby's
.men's cross country team
stepped into Division I
territory two Fridays ago,
but proved equal to the task,
easily
defeating
New
Hampshireand Maine.
Taking five of the top 11
spots, the Mules sped to a
score of 30, with tenthranked Maine well back at 45
points, and New Hampshire
bringing up the rear with 55
points. The meet was run at
the 10,000-meter (6.2 miles)
Division I distance.
Todd Coffin and Rob
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Edson led the Colby charge
as they again took one-two in
the meet, the fourth straight
time they 've done that this
season.
For five and a half miles,
Coffin and Edson chased
Maine's Gerry Clapper.
Clapper repeatedly surged,
trying to lose his more fleetfooted opponents. Even after
splits of 15:05 for three
miles, 20:15 for four miles,
and 25:30 for five miles, the
pace quickened.
Running under 5 minutes a
mile for the last mile, Coffin
pulled up even with Edson
and Clapper. With a half-

I

mile to go Coffin and Edson
pulled out together away
from Clapper. Coffin continued to surge and sped
across the finish line in 31:26,
only ten seconds off the
Colby school record for
10,000 meters on a track.
Edson maintained his lead
on Clapper, beating him by
one second in the time of
31:32.
Senior
Kelly Dodge
(Seabrook, N. H.) , in front of
his "home" crowd, came up
with his usual great performance in a big meet as he
finished sixth in the fast time
of 32:28. Continuing to im-
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• Field Hockey team rolls
Continued from pg. 13
In the second half Colby managed to overcome a lapse
in concentration and a surge of UMPI shots (game total of
19) to add two more goals. Jill Watson added her ninth
goal on a pass from Wendy Runstadler at right wing.
Letty Roberts scored her fourth goal of the day (11th of the
season ) on another passby Runstadler.
Colby 's fourth consecutive victory came Monday afternoon at Farmington. After a slow start the team
regained its previous form and won 3-0. Joyce Hartwig's
outstanding play resulted in two goals.
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prove after a slow start, Wescott was more than
Kelly looks to provide Colby pleased with the team's
with a third runner that few performance. "This was the
schools can match.
most impressive win that
Sophomores Art Feeley
and Terry Martin clinched
the meet for Colby as they I've had in my five years
held off four UMO runners with Colby cross country
and finished in tenth and teams. It was a great, great
eleventh places respectively. team showing."
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Echo Scorecard ——-—

i-Pla y Standings

Sp or ts Th is Week
FOOTBALL

MEN'S SOCCER
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.

Oc t. 21
Oc t 23
Oct 25
Oct .27

Babson

WOMEN'S SOCCER
4 p.m.
11 a.m.

Oct. 22
Oct. 23

Gordon

4 p.m.

Oct. 21

MAINE MARITIME
MI T
Bates
UMF

Colb y-Sawyer

FOOTBALL

Oc t. 23

1:30 p.m.

Midd l ebury

FIELD HOCKEY

New Englands a t
Amhers t

WOMEN'S TENNIS
times TBA

IL
0
2
2
3
2
4
6

Pet.
1.000
.714
.600
.571
.500
.200
.000

SOCCER
(top four teams only)
A D i v i si o n
W
L
0
3
0
3
2
1
2
2

Tau Delt
Greenpeace
Phi Delt
GTO

No meets this week
MA1AW a t Bates

W
IT
5
3
4
2
1
0

Zete I
Zete 11
Tau Delt
¦ Robin
' s Hoods
Pepper Head ?
KDR
DU

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
COUNTRY
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
11 a.m.

1

Oct. 23

GB
—
_
U
\±
2
3_
5

T
1
0
0
0

I

Pts .
7
6
4
4

I

B Divisi on

Oct. 22-24
~

Men ' s Quad
Keggars
Butt Plugs
Non-KDRs
I
L
: :

2
2
2
2
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0
0
0
1
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1
0
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4
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OUR HEARTY MUFFIN
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

(photo by Peter Co l ey)
l-PLAY ACTION - Phi Del t' s Peter Vi gue head s ball in l-Pl ay
intram u ra l soccer match last week agai nst ATO . Phi Del t
won , 7-0.
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Letters to the Edito r—

From the Editor——

Zevo n criticism unjus tified

'Rese rve ' not 'kee p '

To the Editor:

otherwise. What I saw was a praising the band's "lead"
man full of energy and guitarist. Overall, I think the
I would like to make a few directing it all into his concert
was
, very
comments in regards to the performance. It seems the professional, very enjoyable,
Warren Zevon concert and reviewer was too concerned and something Colby should
the ensuing ECHO review. with a petty thing like Zevon feel grateful for having the
First of all , great thanks to jumping around to make the opportunity to experience.It
the Social Life committee quality of the concert any is a shame that Kurt could
who managed to bring a very poorer.
not appreciate the show he
talented and popular artist
In fact, the "New York admittedly had "fun "at.
like Zevon to Colby. It was Times" and the "Boston
the most impressive and Globe" reviewed the band as Respectfully,
enjoyable act to appear at putting on a fine per- Keith Krasnigor
especially
Colby in my college career. formance,
All those involved are to be
congratulated.
I would now like to address
a few comments to the
review of the concert which
appeared in last week's TotheEditor:
Much thanks and apIn last week's review of the preciation is extended to
ECHO. I feel that KurtWolff
did not do justice to the Glenn-LundDance Company them for their contributions.
overall performanoe__ ofi Performance, there was an It was the Colby Dancers,
Zevon stating, "...Zevon's inaccuracy that I would like however, who put the time
performance was not of the to clarify. Bringing the and effort into making the
quality many expected, due company to Colby was a arrangements for the permainly to his band and project of the Colby Dancers. formance. I feel that Carol
The
Cultural Life Eisenberg did a poor job as a
sometimes foolish stage
behavior." The band, or as Association and the Student reviewer in that she did not
Kurt described it ,"a small Association provided the take the time to find out
gig," was picked by Zevon funds necessary to make the more about the production of
himself especially to tour concert possible, and this the performance.
with him this year. They are letter is not intended to take Sincerely,
a Denver based group which any credit away from these Nancy Hauck
does not include Waddy organizations.
Wachtel who has not toured
V
with Zevon at all this year.
The ECHO encourages letters to the editor."
So I believe it was wrong in
saying the "lack of quality"
Letters must be received by Monday night before
was due to the band and its
publication and must be signed, although the
pseudo-missing players.
author 's name will be withheld upon request. All .
As far as his "stage aneditorials are the opinion of the editor only. Cbm-f
tics," I haven't been to a
mentaries are the opinion of the author only, and do
concert where the per:
not necessarily reflect the opinion of the ECHO.
formance led to the band just
standing around and singing.
It would be pretty boring

Campus misuses service
While the library remodeling is continuing and improvements have
become visible,.the reservedesk has not reflected this progress. For some
at Colby,"reserve"hascome to mean "keep."
A system for distributing reserve reading exists, yet it is consistently*
violatedby students, as wellas faculty and library staff.
Material, which is limited in supply or expensive to purchase, is put on
reserve so it can be used by a class. Reserve readings, unless otherwise
specified, may be taken out for two hours. If they are not returned on
time, there is a $1 fine for the first hour and a 25 cent fine for each subsequent hour. There is a $10limit on fines collected.

Dancers pro je ct

At present, books are not returned on time. Sometimes, reserve
readings are illegally distributed by staff members to Mends. Often,
there are too few copies and too much reading assigned in a short period of
time. Sometimes, students cannot find material because they have the
nameof the article,while the reading is listed under the book's title.
Since an adequate system exists, the solution involves a campus-wide
effort to comply with this system. Hie library can help by posting the
rules for the reserve desk, including thosepertaining to fines.
Library staff , who work at the reserve desk, must be strict in fining and
also not favor friends when distributing reservematerial.
Professors must provide enough copies of reserve readings and assign
appropriate amounts of material in relation to the class size. In addition,
they must be consistent in the way they list titles.
*
Finally, students must return reserve readings on time. Realistically,
neither fines nor reprimands will stop violators. After all, we are
ultimately responsiblefor making the system work.

JAN PLAN '83
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Letters- ——
Critique not coo
To the Editor:
If I were an American
studying in China, and was
as badly condescended to in
a college newspaper as Teik
Aun was in last week's
ECHO, I'd say the hell with
it. I'd come back home. For
-'what was at issue in last
week's preview of "A
Pheonix Too Frequent?"
That Teik is a crummy
director? Or, that, despite
his funny accent and
everything, despite his
cultural in"different
terpretive views," he still
understands English; that ,
indeed, he even manages to
do everything else an
American can do?

Laurellie, if you judge a
director, whose production
you saw while it was still in
the throes of rehearsal,
deserves to be blasted, then
blast him. Hard. And yell at
your editor for trying to
make you do otherwise. But
don't coo sloppily, the way
you might coo about a
crippled but determined
child. You only end up
demeaning yourself and the
child. Or in this case,
yourself and Teik, who is
certainly no child.
Sincerely ,
AdamBolonsky

Otis ' regresses
'Of stage next
To the Editor:

of the words "Otis" and
"rules."
However, as was the
behavior of Garp, the
behavior of this person
seems to be deteriorating.
Where as last year the words
"Otis Rules" was common,
"Otis" is
this year
predominant. I suggest we
locate and attempt to treat
this individual before he or
she reaches the "Ot" and the
"0" stages where treatment
would be futile.

I have formed a theory
which may explain the
preponderance of the words
"Otis Rules" and "Otis " on
campus bulletins, walls and
memoboards. Similar to the
case of the turrent gunner in
John Irving's "The World
According to Garp," I
believe this individual has
suffered a severe injury or
lesion to the frontal lobe of
the brain. This said injury
has had a profound effect on
the individual's vocabulary. Sincerely ,
He or she is limited to the use Tom Williams

Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except during vacation and examination periods, bv
the students of Colby College. All correspondence ,
should be addressed to the Editor, Colby Echo,
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. ,. The Echo is
represented by the College Advertising Service,Inc.
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me. 04901. Subscriptions are
available at $10.00 per year.

Th ird Floo r by Line

Prejudice still prevails

Break ing down barriers needed
by Ericsson Broadbent

But Colby is not like this, and we can ask the
question, why, with sane amount of certainty that the
answer does not just lie in the geographicalisolation
of Waterville.

The Ku KIux Klan marched in Boston this past
Saturday. The previous Thursday,imperialwizard
Bill Wilkinson and another klansman were interviewed on a television talk show, following a
pattern of Klah television appearances around the
country.

Colby is not a realistic mixture of
As much as
people, it seems the collegehas to havejust the "right
amount" of "minority" students. Recently a notice
was distributed to all students to make us aware of
upcoming intercultural events and activities, in
which we read tire following: "Colby is enriched by
the presence of our 95 minority and international
students: 26 blacks, 17 orientals, 9 hispanics, 21
American Indians and 41foreign nationals." Indeed,
the "numbers" add up to 95. The letter continued:
"Our growing number on campus provides an excellent resourcefor programsand new ideas."

commen tary
well...you say, it's a good thing we don't have any
KKK fanatics up here in the Pine Tree state, eh? But
we do. You don 't have to wear a robe and take the
oath of allegiance to white supremacy to have the
mentality exhibited by the Klan. We've all heard!
people make racist comments, even here at Colby.
Although most people are not card-carrying, avowed
white supremacists, we have to understand that in
our mere growing up and socialization in this society
we accept more of this doctrine than we probably
realize.

I trust it was not meant this way, but one cannot*
help feeling after reading this that these "minority
and international students" are here for our benefit
and enrichment and for Colby's diversity (validity).
To take the view that our responsibility to the issue
ends after a certain proportion of the student body is
blade and hispanic and international, is to reduce the
realissue of discrimination and racism in our society,
to the most obvious expression of tokenism and selfservingsocial ''graciousness."

Colby is a peculiar, unreal place inasmuch as it
does not really represent a cross-section of American
society. Think how different Colby would be if there
were as many Black and Hispanic students as there
are whites. Our education would then be as much an
everyday exercise in overcoming our socialized
barriers, our racism, as it would be an academic
pursuit. It is likely too, that if Colby had a large nonwhite student population, that the Klan, the continuation of racist ideology in our society, would in
some way, shapejor form, rear its ugly head here, to
enforce "white supremacy " in a situation where it
was being threatened.

I do hot mean to single out individualsor particular
administrative functions and accuse them of racism
because the problem is much too embedded in all of
our society to be approached in this way. We need a
more realistic view of the breadth of this problem
than was exhibited above. The painful fact that
Colby's environment does not spontaneously foster
such realism is one which we must deal with through
open eyes, ears, minds and hearts.
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A study break :

From ty lenol to unemployment
by SSN
Well, it's here. At the start of every semester , I sit down

with my cour se syllabi and mark all paper s and exams
down on my trusty Colby calendar. And every semester a
bunch of those red ink warnings are congested in a single
week, nestled Between the comforts of Homecoming
Weekend and Thanksgiving Break.
At the start of every semester , I think to myself , "Wow.
That' s gonna be a helluva week. " Then I stick my trusty
Colby calendar in my desk drawer.

commentary
But now it 's here , an d like everyone else on cam pus, I
find myself with a temporar y but ser ious shortage of time.
In fact , t ime is so scarce this week , that it' s especiall y
difficult to find time to delve into the extracurriculars such as writing columns for the ECHO.
So, I thought I 'd try somethin g a bit diff erent this week.
I' m going to write a spontaneous amalgamation of tidbit
thou ghts, limiting myself to one study break worth of
time. So, here goes...
Why was upperclassmen 's parents weekend scheduled
on a weekend which 1) immediately preceded mid-term
exam week, and 2) featured a graduate record
examination instead of a varsity football game?
This Tylenol th ing reall y has me on edge. First the
cyanide in the Tylenol. Then the sulfuric acid in the
eyedrops. Then the hydrochloric acid in the mouthwash.
I' m afraid to brush my teeth and eat dinner these days.
The other night at the Manor I hesitated before taking my
first bite, Perhaps the chicken cordon bleu was spiked
with Seller 's all-purpose gravy? We've seen how far some
maniacs
will
go...
Bonnie's Diner puts Winslow on the map, but the Scott
Pa per Company makes it difficult to find.
Is throwing bottle rockets and other assorted fireworks
blindly into a crowd rea lly just "harmless f un?"
If George Mitchell loses on Nov. 2, the avera ge IQ for
members of the Maine delegat ion on Capitol Hill will
plummet.
Jimmy Carter 's memoirs are out and plastered on
newspaper pages and magazine cover s nationwide ,
proving once again that mediocre former presidents don 't
fade away , they just become best-selling authors .
The abolition of Solidarity is a sad reaffirmation of
America 's contem ptuous attitude toward Soviet communist rule. At the risk of oversim plification , an initially
peaceful movement created and widely supported by the
people has been outlawed by the "party of the people... "
If these changes are "for their own good ," why did 20
Poles just pack into a tiny crop-spraying plane and flee to
Sweden for political asylum?

It' s good to see that the national crac kdown on drunk
driving is hav ing an effect on the nation 's policy-makers.
Phil Crane , a representative from Illinois and republican
candidate for president in 1980, was picked up recentl y in
California for driving under the influence. The
congressman reportedly "swaggered and swayed" when
asked to walk a straight line, and refused breath and blood
tests.
The third draft registration dodger has been sentenced.

Mark Schnucker of Indiana , who did not register for
"moral reas ons," was fined $4,000 and sentenced to two
years as a sta ff member a t a home for mentall y re tarded
adults. I'll bet Mark didn't know he'd be offered a job in
the Reagan Administration for opposing draft
registration .
Just how bad is the unemployment situation in this
country? Five hund red people responded to a job advertisement in a California newspaper looking for embalmers , " no exp er ience necessar y." As it turned out, the
adwas a hoax.
The Br it ish tablo ids are hav ing a war over Pr ince
Andrew 's recent Caribbean rendezvous with soft-porn
movie actress Kathleen "Koo " Stark. Since no one involved is talking, t he Br itish journal ists are a pp arentl y
launch ing a war of speculat ion, subst itut ing various

sexual fantasies for facts. My favorite is the account of
"Randy Andy " (randy is the British word for "homy ")
" chasing his unclad femal e guests with a live lobster in
his hand. " Makes you think...
What :; the world ' coming to? Selectmen in the .
Massachusetts towns of Dudley and Holland have decided
to ban trick-or-treating on Ha lloween in light of the horror
stories that have filled the newspapers in the last few
weeks. A third-grader , asked by the Boston Globe what
she thou ght of the move, called it, "a good thin g." The
little girl , all of 7 years old and probably as much of a
toot sie roll lover as the rest of us , said she "didn 't want
anybody to get poisoned and die or get sick or anythin g."
Time's up. Back to the books.
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by JamesArmstrong
Everybody loves a convention, and Americanslove
conventions more than anyone else does: As a nation
we have spawned an enormous number of
£rofessional associations, until it seems that no one,
um Displaced Homemakers to Neo-Confucianists,
has a legitimate excuse for not belonging. Where
there is an association, you muy be sure that there
will also be a newsletter, a journal, a graduated dues
structure, colloquia, symposia, trade shows, and just
plainold conventions.

Faculty Forum
The season of academic conventions is now well
underway, so most Colby faculty members will
shortly announce, or have announced already, that
they "will be away on Thursday and Friday of next
week to attend the annual meetings of the AMS ( or
ASS, ASPA, APSA, etc..." I suppose that I am fairly
typical, since I belong, and contribute dues, to the
AMS, CMS, AGO, and AAUP. If you want to know
what all theseinitials actually stand for, I'd be glad to
fill you in.
Some associations are cheaper to belong to than
others. Some are more intense than others. Some are
even more fun than others. Musicians, I'm sorry to
say, don't do very well in this area. I remember one
season when George Coleman's association convened
in New Orleans, home of great jazz and Creole
cooking. That same year the musicologists met in
November in Minneapolis, former home of Mary
Tyler Moore and permanent home of arctic winds.
This year we'll be meeting in Ann Arbor, Michigan,
which may be worse.
The Colby Administration likes conventions, too, so
each full-time faculty member is entitled to attend
one professional meeting a year with the college
paying up to $525 of the expenses: airfare, hotel,
registration fee, and $20 per day to defray the cost of
meals. If a faculty member is on the convention
program, the college will pay up to $850 of the expenses. If the person really likes conventionsa lot, he
or she might be able to get on the program of a second
convention and get ah additional $500. These grants,
which are generous for the academic world, are
obviously not making anyone rich, but the message is
clear: join an association and go to the convention.
What actually happensat an academic convention?
On the assumption that musicians are typical of
academicians in general, and that convention-going
will Infect all of us sooner or later, I venture a brief
personal recollection of last year's American
Musicological Society convention. A word of ex-

planation first, since people on the outside are
unlikely to understand the nature of an association
from its name. Musicologists are people who study
the history of music. About 1200 of us came to Boston
last November.
Wednesday, Nov. 11, 1981: Janet and I drove to
Boston in the afternoon , arriving in time for dinner,
and to spend the night at my sister's condo in
Maiden.
Thursday, Nov. 12: Since the convention did not
begin until tiie afternoon , we spent the morning at the
Museum of Fine Arts, viewing the show on the Age of
Alexander. Lunch at the museum cafeteria, after
which we went down to the Park Plaza to settle in our
room and pick up our name badges. Since, as every
conventioneer knows, the best time to find people you
want to see is to look in the hotel bar around midnight,
we chose to stay in the hotel rather than in the
suburbs with friends or relatives.
In the afternoon, while Janet rested in the room, I
attended "Musical Life in Florence."
The
session, like most others, consisted of a series of five
"papers" or short prepared lectures on scholarly
topics on such subjects as "Musical Patronage and
Performance Practice at Santa Maria Novella, circa
1600." That paper, by the way, was enjoyable',
original, and stimulating, unlike some of the others
that I heard during the weekend. The chairperson
introduced each speaker, commented on each paper,
directed the flow of questions from the audience, and
kept an eye on the clock. Two graduate students from
nearby -universities were also in the room to
distribute handouts and run the AV equipment.
After the session Janet and I met Jeff and Kathi ,
Kurtzman for dinner at* a nearby Japanese '
restaurant. For me, one of the main pieces of extracurricular business was to spend as much time as
possible with Jeff , who teaches at Rice University in
Houston, in order to discuss the progress of a
catalogue that we are jointly compiling. The
catalogue, which now contains over 3,000 items, wul
describe, we hope, all the surviving books containing
music for the kervice of Vespers in the Roman
Catholic Church , printed in Italy between 1540 and
1700. In this period, Italian composers turned out
enormous quantities of Vesper music, but this
repertoire is much less well known today than the
other substantial repertoire of church music settings
of the Mass. After dinner, Janet and I went on to a
concert of 18th century music played en instruments
of the period. A nightcap at the bar, then to bed.
r

Friday, Nov. 13: After a quick breakfast across the
street at McDonald's, I went to a panel discussion in
which six distinguished musicologists surveyed the
latest methodologies of the discipline. During the
lunch hour, I took a few minutes to visit some of the
displays of the publishers, music dealers, and instrument makers who were exhibiting their wares.
Unfortunately for my wallet, I came away with $120

worth of new books. That s five books, to be exact, at
today's prices.
In the afternoon Janet and I went to hear a session
on "Music in America," principally to listen to Tom
Warner, a close friend who teaches at Bucknell, who
discussed the musical life of Salem in the period
following the American Revolution. After the session
we rubbed elbows with lots of other people at a
cocktail party, and then went with the Warners to
dinner at a volcanic Thai restaurant. After dinner,
Janet looked in for a few minutes at the AMS Ball, but
I went back to the room to review the papers that
would be delivered at a session I was to chair the next
morning. Janet, needless to say, was not pleased at
my antisocial behavior.
Saturday, Nov. 14: Back to McDonald's for breakfast, then to Parlor B to chair a session on "Italian
Music of the Late Renaissanceand the Baroque.'' All
the AV functioned satisfactorily; we stayed pretty
much within our time schedule. . No one threw
anything, so the five participants agreed that the
session was a success. By Saturday morning enthusiasm for formal sessions was definitely beginning to wane, but our session still drew about eighty
hard core musicologists. The best paper was certainly Jim Moore's of the University of Chicago. He
had spent a considerable amount of time digging in
the Benetian State Archives and had u ncovered
fascinating material on Venetian musical practices
in the 16th and 17th centuries.
The Program Committee had scheduled at least
five different sessions in each time slot; of course,
people who weren't interested in any of that morning's sessions could browse through the displays,
conduct personal business such as job interviews, or
committee meetings, or just sleep in. I was sorry that
my own session conflicted with the one that Paul
Machlin had organized on "Jazz Improvisation. "
At noon a group of us went to Legal Seafoods, after
which Janet left for a guided tour of Lexington and
Concord. I puttered around the hotel for a while, then
drove out to pick up my two sons, who were joining us
for dinner at the Hilltop Steak House. I really didn't
regret missing the annual business meeting of the
Society, but I was sorry that I didn 't get to the
reunion party for the Harvard alumni who were at the
convention.
Sunday, Nov . 15: Jeff Kurtzman and I had a long
breakfast meeting while Janet packed the bags and
got ready for checkout. I did have time to catch the
last half of a Renaissancesessionlate in the morning.
By 12:30 we were out of the hotel and had retrieved
the car for the ride back to Waterville.
Appropriately, our last meal was at McDonald's,
which suggests the moral of this tale: You never
know where you might run into a musicologist.
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# Colby continues
Continued from pg . 2

In July of 1852, the Equitable Fraternity was formed in
reaction against such secret societies, joining with similar
groups from Amherst and Williams. When the confederacy became the national fraternity of Delta Epsilon,
it retained its non-secret charter, but by 1910 it was
generally considered to be one of the normal Greek letter
fraternities.

...th e s chool' s fi nancia l p roblems had
eased somewhat , and enro llment
exceeded 90...

required to donate $200 of this back to the school for two
years.
In 1857, Pattison's health failed, and he resigned . The
college, was again in debt, and enrollment had dropped
from 91 in 1854 to 68 in 1856. The trustees turned to James
Tift Champin, who now accepted their invitation to
become president.
Since the previous attempt at raising $50,000 f ailed ,
Champlin joined forces with Brown University and hired a
firm in New York to iraise $3000,000 to be split between

them. Contributors could mark funds for either school,or
let them be shared equally by both schools.
By August of 1860, the college's account showed a small
surplus for the first time in almost ten years. $8,060 had
been raised, and only $7,578 spent. Disaster loomed over
the horizon, however. In 1853, the faculty had finally
allowed students to form an anti-slavery society and nbw,
less than a year after the commencement of 1860, some of
those students would die for their beliefs. The Civil War
split the nation, and all but destroyed Waterville College.

: During the annual meeting of 1852, Waterville college
lost Professors Keely and Loomis. as well as its president.
The source of this spate of resignations was Sheldon 's
preachings, which had become radical enough to be
denounced by the state's Baptist Convention. Keely and
Loomis resigned feeling that the controversy was hurting
the school. Sheldon also offered to resign in three or six
months,,as the board saw fit. Upon his leaving, tiie trustees
asked Professor Champlin to be president, but, upon his
refusal, voted former President Robert Pattison back into
the position.
By this time, the school's financial problems had eased
somewhat, and enrollment exceeded 90 students. The
board voted to add another professor. To pay for the
position, they decided to raise $20,000. $12,000 was to go
¦iowards the new position and $8,000 was to be used for
scholarships. In 1855, the trustees attempted to raise an
endowment of $50,000, part of which would be used to
reopen the Theology School. The plan, however, failed,
and by 1856 the school was again having trouble paying its
bills. In addition, in this year, professor 's salaries were
raised *.o $1000 for the first time, although they were

A VIEW of Waterv ille and Colb y College
from the Winslow side of the rive r in
1850.
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